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NETWORK THERMOSTAT ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH

ALPSCONTROLS.COM

Grapevine, TX, June 30, 2022 – Network Thermostat™, a leading provider of connected commercial IoT
thermostat solutions for facility energy management and automation (small businesses, K-12 education,
hospitality, multi-family, government, retail and restaurant chains, commercial buildings, and light
industrial), announced today its joint partnership with alpscontrols.com.

Network Thermostat is excited about the new opportunity to offer its products on alpscontrols.com
which is recognized as one of the leading providers of HVAC and building automation controls in the USA
and the Americas.

“We are very pleased to join forces with alpscontrols.com. Their dedication to service, selection
and convenience make it the perfect fit for Network Thermostat and our X-Series Commercial IoT
Smart Thermostats with CO2, IAQ, BACnet, and Modbus support.” – John Brower, VP Sales,
Network Thermostat

This timely partnership complements our recent platform improvements of BACnet and Modbus support
along with our market leading web platform CloudManager™ that simplifies and extends the control of
unlimited locations and multi-role customizable user accounts. Procuring an HVAC control solution that
meets all of your requirements has never been easier.

“We are continually searching out innovative products that solve real problems for our customers
and their end-user customers.  Network Thermostat is a great example of a product that fits as
well in highly complex commercial control applications while meeting the BMS needs for
multi-site retail, multi-unit residential, and light commercial applications.   We know they will
prove to be a great addition to our product line.” – Paul Wickberg, VP Business Development,
alpscontrols.com

To see our NetX products on alpscontrols.com See NetX Products

For more information about NetX www.networkthermostat.com

- more information -

https://www.alpscontrols.com/Catalog/Manufacturer/411?
http://www.networkthermostat.com


About alpscontrols.com

alpscontrols.com is the leading online marketplace for HVAC and building automation control

parts and peripherals in the Americas, offering hundreds of millions of products from over 175

of the industry’s most well-known and respected brands. The company’s unique and innovative

business model delivers unparalleled service, selection, convenience, productivity, and price to

controls contractors all over the world looking for a better, more efficient way to buy parts.

About Network Thermostat
At NetX, our mission is to provide significant energy-saving solutions to our customers through
the use of communicating network thermostats. Headquartered in Grapevine, Texas, with more
than 25 years of design experience for connected devices including IP thermostats, wireless
thermostats, WiFi thermostats, and Ethernet thermostats, NetX designs and manufactures
cost-effective electronic and software products meeting the needs for on-site and
remote-location control for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) market. NetX's
products place simple, user-friendly tools in the hands of institutional, commercial, multi-family,
and light industrial customers. Since 1995, Network Thermostat has been recognized as an
industry pioneer and leader in cost-effective networkable HVAC solutions.

We are an industry-recognized leader in a newly emerging market segment; networkable, smart
thermostats and systems.
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